
 

April 2018:  News from the BCSB PR/Research Project – Center for 
Education Reform Grades Ohio Charter School Law! 

 
The Center for Education Reform’s grade card on Ohio’s charter – is low “C” good 
enough? 
 
Ohio received an overall grade of a low “C” and ranks in 24th place, comparing it poorly 
to two of its neighboring states: Indiana and Michigan.    
 
The Center for Education Reform (CER) – a D.C. based education-focused, non-profit – 
recently released the National Charter School Law Rankings & Scorecard 2018.   This 
ranking and comparison of laws in 44 states and District of Columbia where charter 
schools exist explains why success varies so greatly from state to state by taking a close 
look at each states’ charter school laws. 
 
Beyond assessing each law – in the areas of  

• authorizing (aka sponsoring in Ohio),  

• growth,  

• operational autonomy and  

• funding equity  
CER considers the impact on charter schools in terms of: 

1) How robust is the charter sector?   
2) How diverse are the schools?   
3) To what extent do burdensome regulations prevent charters from doing 

anything meaningfully different? 
 
Ohio’s marks are mediocre in all four categories, scoring 6 out of 15 points for 
“authorizing” due to the state’s heavy regulation of authorizer decisions about schools.  
The report includes a case study on Ohio that focuses on creation and implementation 
of ODE sponsor performance assessment, which CER says has created “authorizer 
chaos.”  It points out that there is no correlation between school quality and authorizer 
ratings. 
 
ODE has graded charters on “whether they could jump through hundreds of arbitrary 
paperwork hoops – like confirming that the school’s flag is more than 5 feet long – and 
penalized charters that didn’t adhere to ‘best practices’ (which don’t have any solid 
empirical evidence behind them in the first place).”   
 
“As a result of H.B. 2,” the report goes on to state, “bureaucratic bean counting and box 
checking counted for literally twice as much as academic quality” with very real 
consequences:  sponsors rated “poor” are subject to revocation of their authorizing 



 

authority; sponsors not subject to revocation for three consecutive “ineffective” ratings 
are prohibited from sponsoring additional schools. 
 
Indiana earned 14 of 15 points in this category, while Michigan earned a perfect 
“authorizing” score, contributing to overall grades of “A” and “B,” and rankings of 3rd 
and 4th, respectively.   
 
Ohio laws impacting charter school growth earned just 7 of 15 points due to geographic 
limitations and caps, which contribute to a decrease in the size of the charter sector.  
Indiana and Michigan score well in the “growth” category (despite the fact that 
Michigan does have caps in place. 
 
Ohio’s earns 7 of 15 possible points for funding, due to very limited facilities funding 
and significantly less in per pupil funding.  “Some equity exists in the law,” the report 
notes, “but is rarely implemented in practice.”  For example, transportation or 
transportation funding is provided for in the law, but in too many cases, isn’t provided. 
 
Ohio’s CER ranking dropped from 14th in 2015, when the report was last published, due 
primarily to changes made to state laws through the passage of H.B. 2 (2015).   
 
 
Buckeye Charter School Boards, Inc. will continue to monitor the activities of both ODE 
and the Legislature, and to provide updates to its stakeholders. 
 

Jeanne Allen -- a two-time speaker at Buckeye Charter Schools Boards’ annual 
conference – is the founder and CEO of the Center for Education Reform. 

 
 
 
 
 
Link to the complete CER Report: 
 
https://www.edreform.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/CER_National-Charter-School-Law-Rankings-and-
Scorecard-2018_screen_3-21-18.pdf 
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